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2. In the same manner as in Step 1, add background corner triangles to 
the remaining sides of the block, as shown in the first illustration. Press 
and trim to 17-½" square, leaving a ¼" seam allowance on each side. 
Make a total of nine full-blocks. 

3. Press a half-block in half once and finger press to crease. Sew two 
corner triangles to the half-block in the same manner as Steps 1 and 2. 
Press and trim half-blocks to measure 9" x 17-½". Make a total of three 
half-blocks.

Read through all instructions before beginning. 
Remove selvages. Cut pieces exactly as listed in 
instructions. Sew pieces right sides together and use 
an accurate ¼" seam allowance. Note: Instructions 
for adding borders and finishing of the quilt (with or 
without borders) will be given in separate PDFs. 

BLOCK ON-POINT
1. Fold a pressed block in half twice and finger press to 
crease. Fold a background corner triangle in half once 
and finger press to crease. With right sides together, 
use the crease lines to match the center crease lines 
of a block and corner triangle on one side of a block. 
Pin and stitch with a ¼" seam allowance. Press corner 
open. Repeat on the opposite side.
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CUT

• Background

 » Twenty-one 9-½" squares cut  

 in half diagonally
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QUILT ASSEMBLY 
1. Referring to the Quilt Assembly (Without Borders) Diagram 
and noting placement of full and half-blocks, lay out the blocks 
into three vertical rows of four blocks each. 

2. Join blocks into vertical rows. Join the rows to make a quilt 
top without borders. 
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COPYRIGHT
For personal use only. Reproduction of any part of this pattern in any way 
whatsoever without written permission is strictly prohibited. If this design is 
used in a quilt for display, please credit “Sharon Holland” for the design. All 
rights reserved. ©2018 Sharon Holland. For pattern support:  
contact@sharonhollanddesigns.com

Quilt Assembly Diagram (without borders)


